PLANNING AND ZONING CODE
REWRITE
Diagnosis and Proposed Outline | September 29, 2021

Introduction
The purpose of this diagnosis is to provide a detailed documentation of the strengths
and weaknesses of the current City of Brooklyn Planning and Zoning Code. This
report intends to identify potential approaches to the existing deficiencies in the
current regulations, and to provide a proposed outline for the new code’s structure.
This diagnosis and outline are based on discussions with city staff, leadership, the
project steering committee, the public, and our review of the existing regulations. The
document is organized into three main sections:
Part One: Goals for the Rewrite
Part Two: Analysis of the Current Regulations
Part Three: Proposed Code Outline
It is important to keep in mind that this diagnosis does not necessarily identify every
issue or individual problem with the existing code but tries to focus on the broader
issues that will need direction prior to drafting the text amendments.

Part One: Goals for the Rewrite
The clear themes or goals for the rewrite process emerged after discussions with city
staff. The intent of this section is to provide an overview of each theme that includes
direction for options for how to address that item. The major themes include:
1. Reorganize and Reformat the Code
2. Modernize and Improve Development Regulations
3. Implement the Master Plan
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1. REORGANIZE AND REFORMAT THE CODE
The format of the code is very typical of those written in the mid to late-20th century.
Many codes around the country still exist in this format, but as we progress and codes
are modernized, so do their format. Brooklyn should consider the following changes
to make it easier to find standards, procedures, and generally improve the ease of use
of the zoning code.

Modernize Format
To improve the overall usability
and organization of the code, we
recommend utilizing a more
modern zoning code format that
focuses on the use of headers and
footers, page numbers, clear
organization, tables, and crossreferences. These organizational
strategies will assist users of the
code in finding the specific
information that they are looking
for, without having to search page
by page. We will also provide an
editable word document of the
updated code at the end of the
process to allow for easy
amendment and changes by city
staff.
In addition to improving the
format of the code, we will
reorganize the sections and
content within the code to ensure
that the document is organized in
a logical order. Usability is
improved when the sections are
ordered so that the most used
chapters are at the front of the
code ( i.e., zoning districts and use
standards) and lesser used
chapters are at the end of it
(administration and definitions).

Figure 1: Example Code Page. This is an example of a page

that includes: a clear hierarchy of sections, a table to display
information, cross-reference section links, a footer that
identifies the section and page number, hyperlink buttons
on the bottom of the page for navigation purposes, and
colors that reflect the jurisdiction’s brand.
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Code Design
The re-designed code should implement, where feasible the city’s adopted brand
guidelines – in terms of colors, fonts, and imagery. This will differentiate this code from
other places and will give the code a strong identity. These elements will be
implemented in addition to the upgrading the structure and usability of the code.
Hyperlinks and cross-references will be used to allow ease of navigation between
chapters. Modernizing and updating the design of the code can help foster
understanding of land use processes within the City of Brooklyn for everyone.

Illustrate Key Concepts
Modern codes explain and summarize development standards, permitted uses, and
procedures using tables, illustrations, and flow charts where possible. There are
several regulations such as parking, lot components, and signage that will benefit
from the inclusion of graphics. Illustrations and photos can often describe the
required or desired relationship among development standards, adjacent uses, or
dimensions much quicker than words alone. The city’s existing regulations do not use
illustrations or photos of any kind, so it is our proposal to add graphics and embed
them directly into the ordinance so they can be referenced appropriately.
Figure 2: Graphic Example. Sample graphic

illustrating development guidelines for a corner
building in an urban area.
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2. MODERNIZE AND IMPROVE DEVELOPMENT REGULATIONS
A priority of the code rewrite is to maintain and improve the quality of development
while making standards easy to understand. This can be done by upgrading the
existing development standards and integrating new standards as needed. Specific
recommendations follow.

Residential Dimensional Requirements
Many of the standards in the planning and zoning code require stricter regulations
than what currently exists on the current property. Because of this, a significant
number of existing homes in Brooklyn are nonconforming in at least one area
requirement (setbacks, height, lot coverage, etc.). Making sure that there are
appropriate dimensional standards for structures in the residential zones is essential
in giving property owners the capability to make improvements on their land without
having to go to the Board of Zoning Appeals for a dimensional (area) variance.

Signage
The signage regulations in the code will be updated to conform to recent legal court
cases in addition to enhancing the regulations for signs. The 2015 court case, Reed v.
Town of Gilbert, included a United States Supreme Court ruling expanding the idea
that any regulation of signs must be content neutral. In short, if city staff has to read
the sign to determine what regulations apply to the sign, then that is a content-based
regulation. The city’s current signage regulations include a number of content-based
restrictions including real estate signs, project construction signs, etc. We propose to
remove the content-based sign regulations from the code, while also enhancing the
existing regulations by including material standards, landscaping requirements,
reducing sign types, updating lighting standards, and other similar elements.

Figure 3: Sign Comparison. The sign on the left is a low-profile ground sign that is located in a

landscape bed and uses a mix of modern materials. The sign on the right is a pole sign located in
gravel. We recommend creating standards that will create signs similar to the one on the left
and would not allow signs like the one on the right.
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Lighting
We recommend expanding on the city’s current lighting standards, which are
currently very minimal. New regulations could require photometric plans and fixture
information for all non-single-family developments and include standards for fixture
types, height limitations, and dark sky/light spillage requirements. Standards can vary
for different areas of the city such as the commercial areas, industrial parks, corridors,
and mixed use developments.

Parking Standards
Parking demand has evolved over the recent decades and the way communities are
regulating parking requirements is changing. We have worked with communities
that have decided to remove use-specific parking requirements altogether, instead
implementing an application-specific parking review to ensure that developments
are not installing more parking than they need. In general, having one generic
calculation for a whole use category does not account for many circumstances such
as office density, variable work hours, peak hour parking demands, shared or
common parking areas, etc.
The various ways to regulate parking can be discussed further with the city, but at a
minimum, the updated code will include an improved off-street parking and loading
section that will address parking requirements, paving standards, cross-parking
agreements, bicycle parking, and other circulation and loading issues.

Environmental Standards
The city’s current code lacks environmental and sustainability regulations. We
recommend incorporating environmental standards in a variety of ways that will
benefit the city overall. This could include use standards for solar panels, wind
turbines, and geothermal systems; and allowing the use of sustainable building
products and site design elements such as permeable pavers, rain gardens, and
bioswales.
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3. IMPLEMENT THE MASTER PLAN
The city’s recently adopted Master Plan includes several goals and actions that can be
implemented through the planning and zoning code rewrite. These goals include:
1.

Goal 3, Action 16: Codify design guidelines for commercial centers to help guide
redevelopment.
2. Goal 4, Action 31: Identify potential areas for new townhomes or condominiums
in existing commercial areas to modernize and diversify the housing stock.
3. Goal 4, Action 32: Identify opportunities for the development of senior-friendly
housing.

There are other plan goals and actions that can be accomplished with the help of
having a code that is up to date and in alignment with the plan, where feasible. As
mentioned, the plan indicates redevelopment of commercial areas as well as infill
development to specific areas including Memphis Avenue and Ridge Road.

Figure 4: Conceptual Redevelopment Image from
Master Plan. Illustration identifying the potential
infill of townhomes into an existing commercial
shopping center.
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Part Two: Analysis of Current Regulations
Part Two of this document sets forth a section-by-section review of the current city
planning and zoning code and proposes changes to either organization or substance
based on our assessment of the code and discussions with city staff. The intent of this
section is not to provide line-by-line edits but rather to identify key issues that may
need to be addressed in the rewrite process. Due to the organization of the existing
code, multiple chapters have grouped under overarching themes such as
administration and zoning districts/uses.

GENERAL
The chapters that are included here are:
Chapter 1101: Purpose
Chapter 1113: General Provisions
These sections include the introductory and general purpose language. These
sections will be expanded to include some best-practice zoning language such as
severability, rules for transition, rules for graphics, illustrations, figures, and crossreferences, and how to use the code. These sections will set up the code’s general
administration and should include all the legally-required language to protect the city
in case of any potential challenges to its content.

DEFINITIONS
The chapter that is included here is:
Chapter 1109: Definitions
This section includes the planning and zoning code’s definitions. The definitions will
be reviewed and updated to align with the code’s updated content and terminology,
new definitions will be added as needed, and obsolete definitions will be removed.
We will add specificity to existing terms as needed to reduce vagueness. We also
propose relocating the definitions to the end of the code, similar to a glossary in a
book. As mentioned in Part One of this document, it is more user-friendly to locate
the most used chapters at the front of the code (i.e., zoning districts and use
standards) and lesser used chapters at the end of it (administration and definitions).
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DISTRICTS AND USES
The chapters that are included here are:
Chapter 1105: Establishment of Districts and Zone Map
Chapter 1117: Residential District Regulations
Chapter 1121: Commercial District Regulations
Chapter 1125: Industrial District Regulations
Chapter 1129: Supplementary Regulations
Chapter 1131: Wireless Communication Facilities
This section includes the establishment of the city’s zoning districts, the general
zoning regulations, along with the district-specific regulations. We propose to
completely reorganize these chapters to establish better document flow and
organization. The changes proposed include re-locating landscaping, fencing, and
other similar development standards from the zoning districts to their own sections
under the new development standards
chapter. Additionally, each zoning district
will get a dedicated spread in the updated
code that addresses that district’s purpose,
uses, and dimensional standards. We will
also include graphic illustrations that depict
typical development scenarios for each
zoning district.

Districts and Use Updates
The names of the districts, and the number
of districts, will remain the same with the
exception of adding a dedicated Parks
District. Northeast Ohio’s First Suburbs
Consortium is currently evaluating the
single-family zoning districts within all the
first suburb cities. Based on their
recommendations and findings of this
research, zoning district regulations for
setbacks, accessory structures, lot coverage,
and other similar standards may be updated
to reflect current development patterns.
The uses and standards applicable to the
commercial districts will also be reviewed
and updated. For example, there are very
few permitted uses in the Retail Business
District, as the majority of uses allowed are
conditionally permitted. This has made

Figure 5: Brooklyn Front Yard Setback Violations. The

blue parcels reflect lots where the existing structure
does not meet the existing/current required front yard
setback. (Image credit: The First Suburbs Consortium)
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development difficult in this district. In order to address this, we will modernize and
expand the list of permitted and conditional uses in all the zoning districts, while also
reviewing what uses are appropriate in each district.

Use-Specific Standards
We propose developing use-specific standards for certain permitted uses that have
unique aspects or require different review criteria. This could allow changing some
conditionally permitted uses to a permitted use with standards. This would allow the
city to apply good design and development practices to uses, while making the
development approval process simpler. Currently, many of the conditional uses in the
code have use-specific standards in section 1129.01: Conditional Use Regulations. We
would recommend the city evaluating these uses to determine which uses could be
changed from conditionally permitted to permitted with standards.

Mixed Uses
Additionally, the code rewrite should address mixed use developments. The code
could establish “mixed use” as a permitted, permitted with standards, or conditionally
permitted use in certain zoning districts. Use-specific standards may be needed for
certain zoning districts to limit the size and scale of mixed use projects. This could
allow for the redevelopment of existing commercial centers to include residential
uses, that previously would not have been allowed.

Supplementary and Special Uses
The code’s supplementary and special uses will be reviewed and updated. These
include the city’s wireless communication regulations and adult entertainment
establishments. We will work with the city’s legal counsel to ensure that these uses
meet all applicable state and federal laws.

Parking
As discussed in Part One of this document, the parking section of the code will be
updated and modernized. We propose considering an application-specific parking
requirement, which would negate the need for a minimum space required parking
table. Instead, the applicant would provide a parking analysis with every site plan
application that justifies the amount of parking that is proposed. This has been
successful in other jurisdictions. If Brooklyn decides that this is not the best approach
for this community, then we will update the parking requirement table and ensure
that the uses align with permitted use table and that the parking standards are
appropriate.
We will also review and update the city’s regulations pertaining to loading, access,
parking space size, pavement types, etc. This will be done with the intent to
modernize these regulations, while ensuring best practices are required.
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Signage
As discussed in Part One of this document, the signage regulations will be updated to
conform with all recent court decisions that are applicable. Additionally, the sign
section will be re-organized to make the regulations easier to understand and use.
This will include crating a table of permitted sign types and where they are allowed,
incorporating illustrations of different sign types, and modernizing the design and
size standards

Landscaping
The current code has minimal landscaping regulations. We propose creating a new
landscaping section that will be applicable to a number of uses and districts.
Landscaping standards will be added to address environmental concerns such as
stormwater in parking lots and permeable pavement, as well as aesthetics including
parking lot screening, street trees, and buffering of different land uses. We will work
with city staff and community stakeholders to create appropriate regulations that
enhance developments, but that aren’t overly cumbersome or excessive.

ADMINISTRATIVE AND PROCESS
The chapters that are included here are:
Chapter 1133: Nonconformities
Chapter 1137: Administration
Chapter 1141: Administrative Procedures
Chapter 1145: Amendments
Chapter 1149: Enforcement and Penalties
This section includes the chapters related to the administration of the planning and
zoning code and the city’s review and approval bodies. We propose to re-organize
these existing chapters to make this information easier to find and streamlined. We
will create a summary table that identifies the planning processes in the city (i.e., site
plans, re-zonings, variances) and the approval bodies (Planning Commission, City
Council, Board of Zoning Appeals) and identifies for each process who reviews that
application, who approves it, and where an appeal would go.
Additionally, we will work with staff and the city’s legal counsel to streamline
application and approval processes, where feasible. This will include reviewing the
review, approval, and appeal bodies for different application types, the application
process, and other such items. We will continue to ensure that the city’s application
processes conform to all mandated state and local regulations.
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Lastly, we propose to add flowcharts to the code that illustrate the review and
approval processes. This can be very helpful for applicants to quickly understand what
process applies to them and how many steps are involved. We will review the current
procedures established in the city’s code and determine if there are any ways to
simplify or streamline these, while still meeting all applicable state and charter
requirements.

Figure 6: Example Flow Chart. Flow chart
example for a site plan review process.
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Part Three: Proposed Outline
The following outline is intended to allow the city and opportunity to review the
overall structure of the proposed planning and zoning code before drafting begins.
The code has been divided into six chapters: general, zoning districts, development
standards, administration and procedures, and definitions. Each chapter will contain a
series of sections as identified in the summary of content column on the following
page.

PROPOSED CODE OUTLINE
CHAPTER

1101

NAME

General Provisions

SUMMARY OF CONTENT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1103

Zoning Districts

1105

Use Regulations

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Purpose
Title
Interpretation
Validity
Conformance
Severability
Transition Rules
Graphics, Illustrations, Figures,
and Cross-References
How to Use the Code
Establishment of Districts and
Zone Map
SF-DH
DH
A-H
MF-PD
R-B
G-B
L-I
G-I
Parks District (New)
Use Table
General Use Regulations
Residential Use Standards
Commercial and Mixed Use
Standards
Industrial Use Standards
Accessory Uses
Temporary Uses
Special Uses (wireless
communication facilities, adult
entertainment establishments)
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•

1107

Development
Standards

1109

Administration and
Procedures

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1111

Definitions

•
•
•

Dimensional and Design
Standards
Supplementary Regulations
Off-Street Parking and Loading
Landscaping and Buffering
Signage
Lighting
Fences and Walls
Summary Table of Procedures
Common Review
Requirements
Specific Procedures
Review and Decision Making
Bodies
Pre-Existing Development and
Nonconformities
Enforcement and Penalties
Defined Words
Undefined Words
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